
Hi Trevor, 

 

Steve Ferg here. 

 

I think I may have detected an error (or typo?) in the PNZ Umpiring Rules and Interpretations.   

 

The ruling for Article 18 says –  

The boule must be removed by the person who threw it, or his/her team mates. If they do not do so, the opposition have 

the right to walk on to the piste and remove it if they so choose. 

The problem here (in a very narrow grammar sense) is the pronoun "it" in the first sentence.   

 

In order to explain why I think it is wrong, here is some text from a discussion of Article 18 that I've been 

working on. 

 

<begin> 

============================================================================================== 

 

Let me introduce a useful technical term— "zombie boule".  A zombie boule is a boule that is knocked out of 

bounds, hits something, and rebounds back onto the terrain.  It is a boule that has died and then (I won't say, 

come back to life) returned to walk among the living.   

 

... A few more technical terms ... 

  

 The "zombie maker team" is the team that threw the "zombie maker boule" that caused the creation of a 

zombie. 

      

 The zombie owner is the team who owns the zombie boule. 

 

 

Suppose that team A throws boule A2, which strikes boules A1 and B1.  Both A1 and B1 are knocked out of 

bounds and then bounce back onto the terrain (as zombies).  In this situation, team A is the zombie maker team 

(because they threw the zombie maker boule, A2).  Team A is the zombie owner of A1.  Team B is the zombie 

owner of B1. 

 

 



Article 18 says— 

Any boule is dead from the moment that it enters an out-of-bounds area.  .... 

 

If the boule then comes back onto the game terrain ... it is immediately removed from the game and anything that it 

displaced after its trip through the out-of-bounds area is put back in its [original] place. 

 

Any dead boule must immediately be removed from the game. By default it will be considered to be live the moment 

another boule is played by the opposing team. 

The answer to the question "When should a zombie boule be picked up?" is "Immediately."  In this context, that 

means "Before any other boule is thrown." 

 

The answer to the question "Who (which team) should pick up the zombie boule(s)?" is "The zombie maker 

team."   The umpire's guides for both FPUSA and Petanque New Zealand make this clear. 

 It is the responsibility of the team playing to remove any dead boule that has re-entered the playing area. [IFPUSA] 

 

The boule must be removed by the person who threw it, or his/her team mates. [IPNZ] 

In the example in our diagram, this means that team A (as the zombie maker team) should pick up both zombie 

boules, A1 and B1. 

 

============================================================================================== 

<end> 

 

Now....  back to the PNZ Umpiring Rules and Interpretations. 

 

Consider the sentence "The boule must be removed by the person who threw it."    

 

I don't think that the sentence says what you want it to say.    

 

I think the intention of that sentence is to say that "The zombie boule must be removed by the person who threw 

the boule that created the zombie (i.e. the zombie maker team)".   

 

What the sentence literally says, however, is "The [zombie] boule must be removed by the person who threw it 

[the zombie boule]".  That is, it literally says that the zombie boule should be removed by the zombie owner 

team, not the zombie maker team.   

 

In the example in the diagram, that would mean that team A is responsible for removing A1, and team B is 

responsible for removing B1. 

 

 

I'd be interested in what you think about all this.  I'm working on revising the chapter on Article 18 for the Guide 

to the Rules of Petanque, and I'd like to make sure that I correctly understand the PNZ interpretations discussion 

of Article 18. 

 

Best wishes, 

-- Steve Ferg 

August 27, 2016 


